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VALUING STUDENT REFUSAL: SOME CONSIDERATIONS
FOR SCHOOL LEADERS AND REFORMERS

by
Frank Pignatelli
"I would rather die having spoken in my manner, than speak in your manner and live."
-Socrates addressing his accusers, Apology
This essay takes as its point of departure a finding by Fine (1987) at once provocative and
deeply disturbing. As a critical ethnographer, Fine studied the culture of an urban public high
school. Of the students she interviewed and observed she writes:
A moderate level of depression, an absence of political awareness, the presence of selfblame, low assertiveness, and high conformity may tragically have constituted
evidence of the "good" urban student at this high school. They learned not to raise, and
indeed to help shut down, "dangerous" conversation. The price of"success" may have
been muting one's own voice (p. 163-164).
Is Fine suggesting that student refusal is a means of sustaining political as well as psychological
well-being? What would it mean for educators to value a discourse of student refusal? I mean, here,
not only the "ultimate" act of dropping out but a continuum ofrefusals that includes forms of passive
and active resistance.
In his book, I Won't Learn From You!, Herbert Kohl (1991) talks about what he calls "notlearning." According to Kohl, for the elderly, Spanish speaking Wilfredo not agreeing to learn
English is a conscious act of"willed refusal" rather than a "failure to learn" (p. 10). Kohl asks us
to consider what would be lost by Wilfredo in agreeing to learn English. Approached in this way
not-learning is a positive, affirmative turn. Along these lines Ogbu and Fordham (1986) look at the
formation of what they call "fictive kinships" in their study of African-American inner-city high
school students. Despite the fact that these kinships work against valuing the prevailing norms
and expectations of school culture, they are, at least in the minds of these young persons, forms of
solidarity and bonds of mutual regard. Kohl believes that for some of his former students nothing
less than their pride and integrity were at stake in their refusal to learn (p. 17). Such considerations
may lead educators not only to examine closely and work to transform the context out of which
refusal emerges but also to incorporate such work into a larger project of democratic culture
building. They hold out the possibility of framing acts of student refusal as acts of courage-decisive,
intentional actions taken in the face of greater powers. Not-learning can serve as an oppositional
strategy with such a larger project. Requiring the will to shake the kinds of pressure exerted by
people whose power you choose to question and at least some rudimentary understanding of the
conditions that produce one's refusal, not-learning is one (and clearly not the only) way that people
can mount resistance to inequities. Again, Kohl is helpful on this point as he recalls Akmir, a former
student and friend, who deliberately refuses to learn the language and habits ofracism. For Akmir,
not-learning was a mode of resistance, inextricably tied to personal and political transformation.
How, though, does one talk about such behaviors as informed, intentional acts? How to avoid
valorizing the principal actors and romanticizing the actions? And, as Willis's now classic study of
the "lads" so vividly portrays, how to reconcile the often tragic consequence of resistance-that, in
fact, student resistance for the most part succeeds in maintaining longstanding patterns of
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differential learning outcomes and reproducing unequal relations of power; indeed, provides an
excuse for the further penetration and rationalization of power-with its potential to fuel and inform
a critical pedagogy where being critical is understood, as Simon (1984) has put it, as "an act of
simultaneous negation and transcendence" (p. 379). Put simply, how might acts of negation call
forth hope? While I recognize the danger of glorifying what could be acts of self-hatred and
aggression, it is also clear to me that the frequency and intensity with which students are refusing
to accommodate to highly questionable, deeply suspicious school practices leaves great cause for
concern. But more than appeasing or sympathetic talk is needed.
Framing student resistance dialogically presumes educators will enter into and risk critical
engagement with their students; that they commit to cultivating value-posing habits of mind
among and between themselves and their students; that they work toward constructing environments where these habits are practiced, respected, and acted upon. Further, and obviously, taking
student resistance as a site for dialogue, embracing it as an opportunity to nurture understanding
does not presume agreement. Rather, as Gitlin (1990) drawing upon Bernstein has put it:
The aim of the dialogue is to make prejudgments apparent and to "test them critically
in the course of inquiry." It is the critical testing of prejudgments that empowers
actors to challenge taken-for-granted notions that influence the way they see the
world and judge their practice (p. 541).
Armed with a repertoire of mostly predictable, calibrated responses and a deeply suspect
rhetoric of education's cash value, educators keep pushing up against the brute fact of larger
numbers of such students who are saying "no." Stay-ins, push-outs, drop-outs, whatever. While
increasingly differentiated, these students are more than likely relegated to voiceless, victimized
status by some or marked as an economic liability by others. In any event, either hearing their
"voices" or eradicating alleged deficiencies are, at best, limited and, quite possibly, self-serving
strategies. I wish, here, to address, briefly, the former concern.
A critical pedagogy informed by and through dialogue destabilizes privileged status, be it
that of the student or the educator. Such a project challenges both teachers and students
to understand why things are the way they are and how they got to be that way; to
critically appropriate forms of knowledge that exist outside of their immediate
experience; to take risks and struggle with ongoing relations of power from within a
life-affirming moral culture; and to envisage versions of a world which is "not yet" in
order to be able to alter the grounds upon which life is lived (Simon, 1988, cited in
Goodman, 1992, p. 2).
No one's identity is sacrosanct; no one's situation exists beyond examination. While clearly
writing in an oppositional mode, Giroux and Simon ( 1989) are helpful here. They insist that critical
engagement be sustained across asymmetrical relations of power. Hence, to the educator, they send
a cautionary note. As they see it: "Too easily, perhaps, encouraging student voice can become a form
of voyeurism or satisfy a form of ego-expansion constituted on the pleasures of understanding those
who appear as Other to us." Giroux and Simon are particularly interested in investigating popular,
youth culture as a site for critical, dialogical pedagogy. Going beyond seeing popular culture as
merely commodification, an expression of a numbing, self-contented consumerism, they raise
important questions about identity, desire, and possibility through popular culture. Most
importantly, though, they see "a critical pedagogy disrupting the unity of popular culture in order
to appropriate those elements which enable the voice of dissent while simultaneously challenging
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the lived experiences and social relations of domination and exploitation" (p. 228). Giroux and
Simon help to frame a dialogical process that values the discourse of student refusal but does not
remain content merely to listen.
Critical engagements along the lines suggested here address a larger concern as well: how
to rescue agency in a world of insidious conditioning (and, clearly, popular culture cannot be exempt
from such scrutiny), narrow, technicist interpretations of what could be, and self-policing strategies. Put differently, such a project requires an attentiveness to the systematic, often silent, way
human potential is diminished, thwarted, or misdirected. Let us examine, for example, the issue
of and label "at risk." What does it tell us? That, on the basis of behavioral indicators, certain
students are relegated to a casualty list; rendered inert; at risk being both an indicator and a
predictor of school failure. Absent is any notion that a discourse ofrefusal built around this, at best,
tentative relationship to school can or should reflect and extend agency, possibility. The point is
not for educators to valorize or romanticize acts of refusal to participate in school practices, but to
appropriate them as important points in an ongoing critical engagement over schooling. Valuing
a discourse of refusal requires that educators be attentive and responsive to the progressive
possibilities that may very well lie dormant in such acts. Accordingly, this would entail recognizing
how acts of refusal speak to students' concerns about fairness, decency, mutual respect; how they
offer a means of understanding and, even, contesting confining identities, debilitating practices,
and morally questionable relations of power foistered upon them. This presumes active, empathetic
engagement and communicative skill in dialogues across differences. If what educators expect is
capable but critically conscious students, it is crucial that students be treated as if they were able,
and allowed, to engage in such work. To be critically conscious is more than having good reasons
for what one does. Rather it takes as its focal point an interrogation, a testing of one's self. This
is a perilous but expected practice for young people to take on. It may occur in the corridors and
cafeterias of their schools, but I wonder how often it occurs in the classroom in the presence of
teachers. I want, therefore, to set this discourse of student refusal as a prodding to awakened
consciousness, a questioning that renders vivid and compelling the context within which this
refusal occurs. Additionally, I want to suggest that the cumulative effect of student refusals
approaches what the philosopher Karl Jaspers has called a limit situation. Drawing upon Jaspers,
Whiteside (1988) is worth quoting at this point:
The limit situation .. . reveals the intrinsic, inescapable situationality of the human
condition. It momentarily tears one free of the familiar meanings that make up one's
spontaneous interpretation of the world. The experience of another's death, of guilt,
of conflict, says Jaspers, finally makes one aware of the limits of one's personal
existence. This awareness invites the subject to push at those limits and give new
significance to a situation hitherto taken for granted (p. 185).
An unusually dedicated principal the innocent victim of drug war violence shot by a young
man while looking for a child who ran out of the school in a neighborhood he has worked in for
decades; a teacher shot returning to her school after a meeting at the District office; a child stabbed
in the heart in the halls of a junior high school. The list goes on. Whiteside's reference to death,
guilt, and conflict demands to be taken literally. There is a growing preoccupation in schools, and
not just those in the impoverished, crime ridden inner cities attended by young people of color and
newly arrived immigrants, with issues of personal safety. Having good reason to believe the
underreporting of crimes committed in schools by principals who fear they and their schools will
get a reputation as dangerous or out of control, a task force on public safety for the New York City
schools recommended recently that each school have a security professional who would report and
deal with such matters. To get a sense of the current size of the school security force for the New
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York City schools listen to Jeremy Travis, a deputy police commissioner who headed a recent New
York City Chancellor's advisory panel on school security: "If they were a police force they would be
the ninth largest force in the country, larger than Boston's" (New York Times, April 9, 1993, B2).
In addition to the, relatively speaking, more benign forms of refusal, can the stabbings, the
shootings, the explosive acts of retribution played out in the halls and classrooms of schools and
surrounding neighborhoods provide the condition for such a limit situation? How, we might ask,
do educators make sense of, how can they shape meaning from a work culture that must cope with
so much anger and disaffection? What is the personal and collective strain, and, yes, guilt that
some/most/all must surely carry with them in the face of what Fine (1991) has called "the
undeniable evidence of unequal educational outcome" or the stark reality of a drop-out rate of 40
to 60 percent among those high schools students most likely not to succeed (p. 8)?
Student refusal-and, more generally, the disaffection of youth, their weary, fragile connection to larger publics and broader social concerns-is a warning; an action that questions whether
it is still possible to hold on to familiar meanings, expectations, and practices; a challenge to make
what is familiar strange. It is a recognized lack, an absence of what is not yet, of what could be.
Educators need to understand a discourse ofrefusal as a vital moment, a challenge taken up by some
students to see if it is possible to think and be different from what one is expected to be, a test of
limits both institutional and personal. Students not unaware of the power and pull of image,
emotion, and passion, through transgressive acts invite chaos at the same time that they are
resisting what they may perceive as an imposed, lifeless order. Educators need to recognize and
use transgression to help them understand deeply what students do when they act "negatively."
They need to read more carefully and manage transgressive acts; perhaps, even, drawing upon the
power of student refusal in order to revitalize an analysis of schooling too often preoccupied with
rehabilitating the wayward, as well as preserving an arrangement that contributes to the problem
in the first place. The point is: to what extent are educators and educational bureaucracies willing
and able to see the "crisis" of academic failure, dropping out, violence in the schools, special
education referral, even teacher burn-out and a host of other issues as a response to conditions that
they, themselves, have created?
To value the constitutive power and promise of transgressive acts is not to deny the potential
for them to be destructive. But given the enormous stress put upon the school to control the
aberrant, disruptive acts of students, how educators read and respond to these dangerous acts
becomes vitally important. Increasingly, acts and the omnipresent threats of violence intrude upon
the school severely testing its place as a safe haven. Many schools operate like airports. Electronic
scanners are common in the high schools in New York City, more efficient systems of surveillance,
more uniformed security guards, more police presence if not in the schools then surrounding the
schools. One must at least anticipate the consequences ofresponding to the situation by means of
increasingly more sophisticated technological innovations and the enlargement of policing forces.
How much interpersonal ground is ceded to faceless systems and to devising ever more efficient
modes of repression, containment, and counter-attack? How are decisions made to deal with
unwelcomed acts ofrefusal? On what basis? And who decides? This is not to deny the severity of
the problem but, rather, to question deeply the amazing ability of calcified systems to maintain an
equilibrium and perpetuate themselves in spite of the acts committed. Indeed, such schools breed
refusal, encourage resistance. Much of the time the "human" or programmatic responses, framed
in a dubious rhetoric of well-being that places the highest value upon unquestioned allegiance to
existent norms and future economic betterment, take the form of additive programs that serve to
mark and separate the good from the bad students. Defusing the energy is, typically, an operant
tactic, with reform and restructuring efforts tolerated for the exception, the other.
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Acts that cut across expected norms ought not be summarily foreclosed as opportunities to
creatively refashion the self or the school. Put differently, does transgression have ethical
ramifications in terms of how we order and administer our schools? I would argue that it does.
Educators and other caretakers of the State do so much in the name of children, for the children,
where is there room in the policies, bureaucratic regulations, etc., for the felt needs and understandings of students to emerge and be considered? Nevertheless, voice remains limited as a notion
around which to organize a politics or study of resistance and transformation. I mean here that
more than self-awareness and self-affirmation is needed in the light of what we are told and know
about ourselves in order to engender critical engagement with oneself and others and sustain
dialogue. Further, voice is socially constructed largely by the academic community, informed by
historical circumstances, and not immune to relations of power. For these reasons the authors of
stories ofresistance and refusal ought not be considered as either merely disinterested chroniclers
or selfless altruists; and the meaning of such stories ought not be bestowed with self-evident status,
as uncontested narratives of the thwarting or flowering of emancipatory interests. "The [ethnographic] researcher," as Popkewitz (1991) puts it, "reclaims, defines, and categorizes the voices that
are given as the language to be owned by others" (p. 236-237). Educators who draw upon voice as
a keystone in the formation of a strategy of resistance for their practice or who produce such
knowledge need to be mindful of the fall-out of what Giroux and Simon (1989) call "uncritical
celebration" (p. 13). In "giving voice" educators run the risk of confining identity and occluding
shifting, complicated, contradictory subject positionings. They may jeopardize remaining mindful
of sedimented meanings, darker forces, and the less immediately accessible structural arrangements that both sustain and extend inequities and fuel refusal. This is said not as a fault of
ethnographic efforts but as a limitation, a necessary corrective.
Acts ofrefusal and resistance are transgressions that test the limits of what it is possible to
do or to know. This raises questions about how much of what passes for "educational reform" is
merely a pragmatic response by professionals to the refusals of students to submit. More to the
point, educators must consider these acts of refusal as interrogations of prevailing assumptions
that serve to undergird highly questionable as well as increasingly less workable school practices
such as tracking, remediation, mainstreaming/special needs, standardized modes of assessment,
etc. Acts of refusal grow out of an accumulation of rationalizations, practices, and arrangements
which at some point are deemed intolerable and unacceptable. While responsible educators need
to consider whether dropping out or other, less dramatic forms of refusing to learn are not only
irrational but self-destructive and mis-educative, a strong case, I believe, could be made that
essentially argues that schools restructure, redesign, and decide upon what is "sensible" on the
basis of what they determine is the irrational, self-destructive, and mis-educative behavior of
students. What remains largely unexamined is the hold educators have upon the limits of what is
sensible and what is rational. A strategy that is often employed to sustain this hegemony takes the
following form; namely, arguing from extremes. Thus: a profile of the drop-out is sketched
indicating certain "risk factors" that will most likely lead to dropping out, school failure, and a
generally dismal future as an adult. Given the high probability, this argument goes, early
interventions predicated upon the identification and monitoring of these risk factors are rendered
as sensible and humane responses. (Similarly: All hard drug users initially smoked marijuana.
Therefore, smoking marijuana leads to a life of drug addiction. Target and eliminate the smoking
and drug addiction is less likely to happen.) Even assuming the best of intentions, this line of
argument dwells upon a "worst case scenario" wherein the "player" (student) "causes" or is
complicitous in his or her own victim status and has, in effect, begun to opt out of the game and,
therefore, abdicated, in the eyes of the school, his or her agency. The constructive and emancipatory
potential of refusal becomes less visible, much harder to recognize. But fixating on this advanced
stage ofrefusal occludes or, at the least marginalizes, the multiple, ongoing forms of student refusal
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that occur regularly and persistently and runs the grave risk of totalizing refusal as exclusively
negation. While they are less dramatic, definitive, and troubling in nature, and while they
ostensibly pose less of a threat or challenge to school practices and arrangements, forms of
resistance such as goofing off (Everhart, 1983), not-learning (Kohl, 1991), questioning teacher
authority, arguing, and limited classroom participation (Alpert, 1991), among others are, nonetheless, potentially significant points of critique.
Valuing a discourse of student refusal demands an attentiveness to refusal as critique. I take,
here, a Foucauldian line with respect to what critique is. As Foucault puts it: "'I would say that
critique is the movement by which the subject is given the right to discover the truth' by exercising
'an art of voluntary insubordination, of thoughtful disobedience'" (Foucault in Miller, 1993, p. 302).
As Miller goes on to emphasize, Foucault sees critique primarily as "a refusal of a subject to be
'subjected,'" a refusal that demands the course, as Kant put it, "to use your own reason" (p. 302303). Rationality and insurgency or critique are not mutually exclusive. Rationality has much to
do with one's self definition and construction. It is a means of enabling the self to assert who one
is and what one thinks in contested, threatening circumstances. To deny student refusal any
rational basis is to position those students who dare to challenge as aberrants, obstructors,
nuisances or, at best, victims to be pitied. It is to denude such acts of their potential to transform
equitably the conditions and cultures of schools. It is to risk lapsing into a pseudo-scientific,
apolitical landscape marked by degrees of student misbehavior, non-compliance, and us versus
them thinking. Giroux (1983) provides a helpful theoretical perspective. He underscores the
revelatory function of resistance. Distinguishing between merely oppositional behavior and
resistance, the latter, as he puts it, "contains a critique of domination and provides theoretical
opportunities for self-reflection and for struggle in the interest of self-emancipation and social
emancipation." Different than Foucault, Giroux sees resistance as a mode of unconcealing or
uncovering what may, at times, be a hidden logic of moral-political renewal/transformation/
possibility. Giroux wants very much to redirect prevailing, dominant understandings ofresistance
as symptomatic of psychological flaws, pathological conditions and, more generally, a result of
individual lacks and failings to one where the notion of resistance is aligned to what he calls "the
logic of moral and political indignation" (p. 107-110). This can be the basis for purposeful conflict
and necessary confrontation. It can be an opportunity for an uncharacteristic solidarity between
and among students and educators.
Some Thoughts on How to Respond: Implications for School Leaders

Student refusal, resistance, insurgency is as much an ethical matter as it is a matter of safety
and management. Accordingly, administrators and teacher leaders need to think about what it
means to cooperatively build and administer ethical schools. Starratt (1991) is particularly helpful
in this regard. Starratt speaks about seeing such ethical work in three interdependent ways; as
involving an ethic of critique, an ethic of justice, and an ethic of caring. With respect to an ethic of
critique he asks educational leaders to ask themselves and others of the school community: "Who
controls? What legitimates? Who defines?" With respect to an ethic ofjustice, he poses the question:
"How shall we govern ourselves?" And as for cultivating an ethic ofcaring, he asks them to consider
the question: "What do our relationships ask of us?" (p. 199). How educationalleaders value student
refusal could be framed by such a project. More specifically, there are three areas I believe are of
primary concern that must be addressed by educators that relate directly to the issue of student
refusal. All three cut across Starratt's framework for an ethical school.
1. The "business" of schooling, the brokering, and ongoing transactions required to keep a
school running more or less harmoniously usually takes precedence over matters of teaching and
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learning. More particularly, curriculum is typically something dispensed and covered; rarely is it
co-constructed with students or emergent from their interests and experiences. In their role as
instructional leaders, heads of schools with their colleagues need to probe the curricula, in both form
and content, to determine if and how the everyday life and popular culture of the students is
engaged. Keeping youth or popular culture at the margins of official school life risks fraying an
already fragile, tenuous relationship between professional and student, school and community in
many urban, public schools.
2. Fostering agency needs to be an operant, guiding principle across the school, an abiding
concern. Docility, unexamined allegiances, the fixity and predictability of grand designs must be
seen as threats to such a project. It is hard to imagine a staff of teachers nourishing agency among
students who are not, themselves, similarly engaged. Hence, educational leaders need to
understand how the work culture of the teachers can extend and invigorate student agency.
Practices such as peer selection and review of staff, teachers exercising influence over budgetary
matters, peer mentoring and staff development, and planning interdisciplinary courses of study
work toward building and sustaining such a school culture.
3. Clearly, conflict management/resolution is a skill all educators need to learn, value, and
cultivate throughout their school. Instituting such a program for, and with, students can be an
important way for young people to practice how to respect and protect persons and to learn why such
values are vital to the health and well-being of themselves as well as their school. At the same time,
such learned strategies must not avoid recognizing student-student or student-teacher conflicts
and grievances as indicative or symptomatic of wider systemic or social inequities. The context
within which conflict is set, how it is framed, therefore, becomes vitally important. Conflict
resolution, in this regard, identifies and raises for examination by the school community those
rules, roles , and relationships within which conflict is embedded. Valuing posing as well as solving
problems, it operates within and responds from a set of moral and political understandings.
4. Schools must be communities of inquiry and take up for ethical, pedagogical, and political
reasons the deliberate, systematic investigation of questions, concerns, and hopes generated from
the felt needs of its members. Kincheloe (1991) makes a strong case for the teacher as researcher
as a way to speak to the life-world of students and attend to them. As he puts it:
The words of students are the ore of teacher research. From this ore the teacher as
researcher extracts valuable insights into the student's cognitive levels, their pedagogical intuitions, their political predispositions, and the themes they consider urgent
(p. 22).
In such a context, research can be woven into dialogical, emancipatory relations across
differences of power, position, and perspective.
Conclusion

The pedagogical challenge suggested by Fine, Kohl, Foucault, Simon and Giroux, and others
seems clear. Educators who presume bold, compassionate leadership is required-perhaps even
desperately needed-need to find ways ofrecognizing the kind ofindignation Giroux spoke of earlier.
They need to assess this indignation in public spaces that include the voices of those who say "no."
Educators need to value a discourse of student refusal often marked by bursts offrustration, cries
of hurt, moments of unfocused anger, and through dialogue and frank exchange consider how, or
if, these eruptions are embedded in, and emerge out of, inequitous conditions. How, one might ask,
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are they statements about what is unfair? How do they call to the educator to question practices,
open the context of meaningful learning, and speak to democratic habits?
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